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		Author: 	apa13179 [ Wed Mar 18, 2020 9:48 pm ]
	Post subject: 	Textframe after table
	
How can I place a text frame under a table?

		

		




	


		Author: 	Thomas Hoevel [ Thu Mar 19, 2020 8:29 am ]
	Post subject: 	Re: Textframe after table
	
Y axis or Z axis?

		

		




	


		Author: 	apa13179 [ Thu Mar 19, 2020 6:51 pm ]
	Post subject: 	Re: Textframe after table
	
z axis

		

		




	


		Author: 	apa13179 [ Thu Mar 19, 2020 7:44 pm ]
	Post subject: 	Re: Textframe after table
	
Hello,
my table is dynamically long. It can also go over several pages. 
At the end, the text field with signature or similar should stand.

		

		




	


		Author: 	TH-Soft [ Fri Mar 20, 2020 8:09 am ]
	Post subject: 	Re: Textframe after table
	
apa13179 wrote:
z axis
From the text I assume you mean Y axis.
Textframe or textfield?
So far your information is a bit confusing.

Just add the textframe to the section after adding the table. Consider using a second table for the signature, not a textframe.

		

		




	


		Author: 	apa13179 [ Fri Mar 20, 2020 9:33 am ]
	Post subject: 	Re: Textframe after table
	
Okay.
Thanks for the information.

I intended to use a text frame because the text frame is always packed on one page when the page breaks.
What are the advantages of a table over a text frame?

		

		




	


		Author: 	TH-Soft [ Fri Mar 20, 2020 9:45 am ]
	Post subject: 	Re: Textframe after table
	
apa13179 wrote:
What are the advantages of a table over a text frame?
Tables work well. You can specify which rows must be kept together on one page (property KeepWithNext on first row).

		

		




	


		Author: 	apa13179 [ Wed Mar 25, 2020 8:49 pm ]
	Post subject: 	Table pos in Page
	
How can I create the yellow marked line like this?
Originally I wanted to create a text frame and a table with 4 columns and 2 rows.
Is that possible?
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		Author: 	TH-Soft [ Wed Mar 25, 2020 8:58 pm ]
	Post subject: 	Re: Table pos in Page
	
A table inside a text frame? A table without text frame should be enough.
Sounds as if a table with 4 columns and 2 rows should fit the task.

		

		




	


		Author: 	apa13179 [ Thu Mar 26, 2020 6:55 am ]
	Post subject: 	Re: Textframe after table
	
I agree.
But do I position the table?
It is always shown to me at the top of the document.

		

		




	


		Author: 	TH-Soft [ Thu Mar 26, 2020 6:41 pm ]
	Post subject: 	Re: Textframe after table
	
apa13179 wrote:
It is always shown to me at the top of the document.
Document objects float in the main document body. The second table should be next to the end of the first table if added properly.
Maybe show more code if it does not seem to work correctly.
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